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ADAPTIV CLOUD PROTECT

Add a simple layer of 
web filtering security
Cloud Protect is our cloud-based URL and DNS 

filtering solution designed to meet the needs of 
small to mid-sized enterprises (SMEs). With Cloud 
Protect, you can secure your network with the 
simplicity and confidence of a managed service 
while enjoying optimal reliability and performance 
for authorized business applications.

Why Adaptiv SD-WAN with 
Cloud Protect?

Simplicity and performance  
in one solution
Cloud Protect is a cloud-based network security 

solution that delivers intelligent protection for 
your network within the constraints of your SME 
budget. Powered by our network of Secure Cloud 
Gateways, Cloud Protect makes it easy for you 
to control access to over 20 million websites by 
simply choosing which security profile is right for 
your business. Our URL database is continually 
updated to ensure that your network blocks access 
to malicious websites and remains secure from 
emerging threats.

CLOUD-BASED URL FITERING

Cloud Protect instantly blocks access 

to any malicious, unauthorized or 
unknown websites.

SECURE NETWORK PERIMETER

Our SD-WAN edge device blocks  
unknown or unauthorized traffic from 
accessing the branch network.

PRIVATE CLOUD CONNECTIVITY

Our encrypted SD-WAN tunnel keeps 
data private between the branch and 
our secure cloud gateway network.

Organizations have historically relied on branch 
office firewalls for URL filtering, but firewalls 
can be expensive and complex to set up and 
maintain. Due to the cost and the complexity 
of deploying, configuring and maintaining 
firewalls, the vast majority of small and mid-
sized businesses remain exposed to web-based 
security threats.

Adaptiv SD-WAN creates a “zero trust” network 
posture that includes encrypted connectivity 
and a stateful firewall that block unauthorized 
access. Cloud Protect adds a cloud-managed 
URL filtering protection that is constinuously 
updated so your internet security policy never 
goes out of date.

CONTROL ACCESS TO

SITES
20 MILLION+
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THE BASE LAYER OF SD-WAN SECURITY 

Using any internet connections, Adaptiv SD-WAN 
combines encrytion with a stateful firewall to 
create a “zero-trust” network posture that blocks 
all unauthorized traffic from the outside. 

EFFORTLESS SECURITY POLICY MANAGEMENT

Cloud Protect uses pre-built policy templates that 
simplify web fitering for over 20 million websites, 
you control which categories are blocked or 
allowed with just a few clicks. 

SECURITY THAT NEVER GOES OUT OF DATE

Cloud Protect eliminates the hassle of firewall 
management, your protection is continuously 
updated as part of the cloud-managed service with 
no firmware patches to install.  
 

Easily add a layer of web-filtering security to your network
Cloud Protect controls access to over 20 million websites, simply choose the setting that’s right for you.

Adaptiv Networks Solutions 
Smart, secure business networks that deliver superior cloud
performance with the simplicity of a managed service.

CONTACT US TODAY TO LEARN IF ADAPTIV BUSINESS CONNECT 

IS RIGHT FOR YOU

adaptiv-networks.com | sales@adaptiv-networks.com

ZERO DROPOFF IN BRANCH THROUGHPUT

Cloud Protect scales in our secure SD-WAN cloud, 
there’s no overhead on the edge appliance and no 
added latency so you avoid the usual throughput 
dropoff of next-gen firewalls.

ADDED PROTECTION FOR HYBRID WORKERS

With Adaptiv My Connect your remote workers can 
enjoy simple, reliable and encrypted connectivity 
that extends your web-filtering policy protection to 
employees who work from anywhere.

EASILY ADD BANDWIDTH WHEN YOU NEED IT

Unlike firewall appliances you can quickly outgrow, 
Adaptiv SD-WAN with Cloud Protect grows with 
your business, simply add more connections and 
increase your license speed whenever you want.

* Cloud Protect is not intended to replace properly managed next-generation firewalls; for a complete  
   cloud-based security solution with deep content inspection consider Adaptiv Cloud Secure.
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